About Polydeq

Waterproofing systems for Roofing and Building Envelope Details, IRMA, Plaza Decks, Terraces, Green Roofs, Split-slabs and Planters.

Polydeq utilizes odorless polyurethane materials.

These components include:
- A fabric reinforcement to provide enhanced physical properties on all critical details
- A moisture tolerant sealer/primer to reduce the threat of water and vapor in the substrate
- Rapid curing membrane with fleece reinforcement

The result is a fast applied, more durable and long lasting waterproofing. All backed by a single source, 10 - 30 year, NDL, labor and material warranty.
Polydeq Advantages

- Can be applied at temperatures as low as 45°F
- Sustainable, longer life cycle, never needing removal, disposal and replacement
- 10-30 year, NDL, labor and materials warranty including removal and replacement of overburden
- Can be laid to zero pitch and will withstand constant water immersion
- Can be trafficked and overlaid in 6 hours
- No protection board needed
- No root barrier required
- No odor, no solvents and VOC compliant
- Simply detailed with reinforcing fleece